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r. John GIbso?i,
Mil wTaukee, WYis :

Dear Brother :

San Fernando , Calif . ,
Aug . 14, 1936 .

Your letter was received with pleasure . Always
feel free to write me relative to any philosophical or -ethical
problem if you feel that I can be of help to you . -The question
of conscience is vital end I am glad to discuss it, especially
with one i.-,,ho, like yourself, takes such a matter seriously .

Unquestionably all of-the factors which you mention are, tb
a greater or less degree, factors in the determing of the
concrete expression -)f conscience. Often the action seemingly
dictated by conscience is not so in fact becuase the latter has-
been misenterpreted. Training and habit can easily lead-to
distortion, yet on the other hand, right-training may clear
away rubbish in the mind so that the voice of conscience is
interpreted the more clearly. But all of this does not change
the fact that the LIGHT of Conscience is the spiritual and
etern-l Man, end this fact gives to Conscience its primacy .

The source of conscience being the inner or subjective man
its manifestation must be through the individual. and the
highest authority in all moral, decision . It is alyraysa more
important that the individual should follow the dictates or
seeming dictates of his conscience than that .he should correctly
interprets its meaning in action ;, although tIe latter ;is of

ean importance second only to the former . In other words, motive
of prime importance, while technique, tho, h b no ?can : to be
ne .lected,, is a secondary matter . There is no more important
mark of the white Adopt and-of moovenents under His sponsorship
than just this emphgsis of faithfulness to conscience on the
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part of a student . The student , w o in obedience to an order from.
his Guru, violates his conscience, fails in that test, and this
holds even though the order or sugr cstion -uould be seen to be
perfectly proper in the light of a Cre.. ter understanding,

As the complement of the foregoing it follows that any
individual or system which requires of followers or members
obedience to an external authority first when there is a conflict
between that and conscience, marks itself at once as belonging
to the current of the Shadow .- This being in the current of the
Shadow ma: be conscious b-it more frequents -it is unconscious:,,
but the practical effect-is the see, i .e .,, the crushing or
exploitation of the Soul, the one really serious sin .

From the premise aith which "Dialectic Matcrialism'° starts
I "uld expect as a logical- consequence that the proponents of

' that truly heretical dog would deny the authv city of conscience `
acting, through the individual soul . Therefore the answer phi ch Mr . .
'lashburn received to his question w : .s not at aill surprising es
the leaders of materialistic co unis have shown considerable
capacity for logical consistency in their thinking . A "dialectic
z aterialisl " naturally could not reco,^nize the highest authority
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as spriging from_ the Spiritual Man without undermining hiss. .. .
-hole philosophy .

,The quest ion 'of conscience is merely one phase of the .ssuo
brought forth by dialectic materialism and ds this . issue is
vital to any work such as that of the-"Assembly of °" that is,
based upon the Atmavidya, and farhter, as you are individually
trying to identify yourself with these two utter incompatibles
and therefore must be t rn inwardly so long as you do this,,I
propose to analyse th issue with the hope that no doubt-will
be left in your mind,, ' hree :primary facts may be recognized
In connection with present movement that is dominant in Russia
First,. "Dialectic Materialsm",% a philosophic standpoint . Second,
Communism, iihich mayor may not be a necessary consequence of
dialectic mater a sm, but in so for as it is such a eonsgquenco
it becomes ra~, terielistic co tunism . Thirst, the actual oxitent
Soviet Government, I shall not devote tine to the disdussion
of the latter two facts except in so far as they are involved,
in the discussion of dialectic materialist ., Like all living things;
the Soviet, government has.. involved modifications and adjustments
and therefore has in it elements r:thich not only do not follow
from dialetic materialism,, but in some respects are even
antagonistic to it . 'With respect to materialistic communism
it may be said that criticism of this can be divorced
entirely from a consideration of communism as such . The
communism of a Buddhism nastary is, manifestly something
entirely different . The crux of the whole issue which. is really
vital'lies in the word "materiali n ..

If there had been an:y doubt in mind as to whether the
Marxlan movement could be reconcilled with the philosophy- and
purpose of the Mite Brotherhood that doubt would have'been
removed by a brief reference to the"Hand Book of Co auni "_. .
The words- of Marx and Lenin that- I read there were perfectly
clear. They mean badically Materialism in the sense that 3sa
knot->n: in philosophy as Naturalism and in the sense that is they
diametric opposite of the Atmavidya If one i s true the other
is false and there is no middle ground here. Now for the ,
analysis.

The main theses of the A vidya are-as follow :
a . The One Reality is the Self-existent .,, Parabrahaman,a or, the

Absolute*of Regal .
. ; The Self , the "I AM", the' Atman , pure subjectivity, is

identical with Parabra •an, or the Absolute .
c . All t exists is Conscious, and Consciousness .
d., That the phenomenal Universe is projected outward from

pure subjectivity .
e fence ponderable matter and form, the world of space ,, time

and-causality , have only a derivative existence and hence :
are, however relatively real , still quite unreal from the
standpoint of ontolog i cal metap .yeies .

'= How with respect to dialectic materialism both Marx and
Lenin make It perfectly clear that they predicate self-existence
of the material world as given through the senses. (Refer.- to
Lenin's discussion and repudiation of the phenomenology of
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W Ernst Each. Incidentially the phenomenology of Mach is almost
Identical with, the analagous phsae .of Gautaina Buddha's philosophy.4
Enough has boon said . The universe either is a phenomenon or it
is self--existdnt, it cannot be both. To,choose the Atnavidys
is to deny dialectic materials and visa versa . . And,.brother, ;
you must make your choice ; you rill got nowhero hanging oa the
fense between the. two . , I think l see why with . your unusual
capacity for understanding and exposition you still lack the,
insight which brings the Peace of Soul-certainty. Dialectic,
materialism is the blind that keeps the Light out .

Atmavidya means literally "Self -knowledge " . Owing to the .-
dentity of Atman. end Brahman Atnavidya Is identical with Brahma
idyd , or Divine Wisdom or Knowledge . In the Greek we have. w.

"Theosophies" which has precisely the same meaning . From the stand-
point .of purely speculative philosophy this Is merely one among
alternative philosophical ph hypotheses . But it is possible to

'_ reduce the Atmavidya to certainty .. This possibility exists
by reason of the fact that In addition to knowledge from
experience. (empiricism) and knowledge by deduction (lo i_ cs
mathematics) there is a third kind of knowledge which call
"Knowledge through . Identity" : .- This latter is,. in fact thee
basis of all certainty:. ( Without it we must wind up with
David Hume in absolute agnosticism ..) The roots of logic and mathen
ematics inhere in it . . (Neither mathematics nor logic can, prove
the principles on which - these sciences rest ; nor are they
derived from experience yet of no knowledge .are we more certain .) .
The possibility of knowledge by experience also inheres in this
as was so well shown by Kant in the "Critique" . Knowledge through
Identity differs radically from all relative knowledge in that it
is not knowledge of an object.., but the purely subjective
element which is the basis% of' objective knowledge . Now it
is possible to - realize this Knowledge ., but not a s an experience
or a-, deduetiong though both the latter forms, of knowledge may
help in a subsidiary xtn sense to prepare the way. It is ., the
profoundest level of meditation,, actually t4Samadhi " .. From the
standpoint of relative knowledge it 'is indistinguishable from
absolute ' emptiness , yet. when rodlized It is known as absolute
fullness . . It is possible for a man to achieve this Recognition
and then while he is enfolded within it he literally . stands
superior to the whole Universe and all hierarchies :, I mean he
finds himself superior to space .,. time and causality and thus-
free from all karma . He is in the stream of consciousness of
all Sages of all times. At this. point that Which heretofore has
been belief in or conviction of the truth of the Atmavidya becomes
certainty .. For one who has attained; this there is no longer
metaphysical doubt or -a vital problem concerning the Soul ..

'Through philosophy and religion ohe can trace the thread of
the Atmavidya even though hidden beneath a covering of ignorance-
and superstition.; Rationalism starts with the° `"Cogito ergo sum`4
of Descartes , and his two greF,t followers,, Spine ;a and Leibnitt, .
had even clearer spiritual insight than he had . The idealistic:
through of Fang and Hegel Is the last great systematic expression

~ --' t needed on the Atmavidya ., It is the central theme of Jesus,.
Buddha and Shankara and many others less prominen t ' in religio-
philosophical history. IIow In this dualitic world always when
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SI ~~..FF there is an outpouring • of L 'ght there. 'is also a stronger man-
ifestationof the Shadow ,, and this rs often imow as the 3udas, force .
It is the Inverse reflection of the Light. Hegel ras' u bouif:~ed -t/
manifestation of the light although 'he did not interpreto as
clearly as did 1tho best exponent of the Vedanta and did fair into
some errors of Interpretation, He had his shadow and- that. was
Karl Ma m,, a ran who grasped the dialectic logic but who failed
utterly to realize the ` soul of Hegel 's message. The result
i s an inverc loh in which matter as exalted to the place of
Diety He seed; to have carried out the inversion quite
consistently and thus has given us perhaps the best exiatant
systematic exposition of the philosophy of the Shadow that we
have .. Judas had at least the decency to repent and-so far as I
know has never been regarded no a prop--h-et. If Karl Marx had confined
himself to killing the body of Hegel he would have done vastly
less -ham than is the case with his writings that have so
successfully 'buried the soul of the-Hegelian Light for so many
people .

You can perhaps now see why ww:e regard dialectic materialismm
and all that. has flow out of it as belonging to the bllc
brotherhood. In the movement there are sincere and unselfish men
just as there are such 'priests in the Roman Catholic Church,, but
in such cases there force is captured to further the ends of the
brotherhood of* the Shadow .. Their sincerity will ultimately save t
thm individually,, but does not ehange the fact that their effort
furthers quite other than ideal .ends .. Adepts, obscured or
consc_ .ous., doubtless will appear upon the Russian sconce as
They Ronald-Catholic appeared, so we are told,, within the hierarchy of the
Roman.Catholic Church, but They will be there to salvage human
souls, not to further a false doctrine,-

I•too value profoundly the ideal of no exploitation of rte,,
Mid,, however, is all contained in the Golden "Rule and the
Categorical Imperative of nuel X ant . "So act as to treat
humanity whether in thine o m person or another in every instance
as an end, never as a means alone" .:, That i a the most satisfactory
statement I know for ruling out exploitation of man ., But
dialectic,..materialism means systematic exnloitatlon.in the most
invidious souse: It means in practice the exploitation of
the Soul,, the Ditlne part of man-,, to serve the ends of the
animal.,. the exaltation of brute -muscularity above real
intelligence . It brines. bondage to , not .freedom-. It Means
the real crucifixion of mans; even though, the -modern ~oloch is
known as the"Collect . .vity:- I see in Russia today more systendti,e
exoloita rio t than anyrrheres else,, and that in the moot invidious s
sense of all . Exploitation through underpayment of muscular
energy',, while an evil, is relatively tr iv'i al in comparison . .

If Stalin is °Ghengis Khsn he has made . some progress I admit .
The Khan was a conqueror and had vof y litle sense for administration .
`I'M administrative virtues of his empire were due to, a Ch ries~c_,
v hoiae he loved: (Thus showing that, the I .an . ws not wholly black, .
or he could not have loved any one) Stalin has administrated
with real administrative c°-pacity. But there is the same will

`- and skill to ploy massive, cruelty as an instrument of power .
In this Stalin .s ucce sfu3. `a^ the Ithan vms, successful . 'The
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German general staff failed in this, as I see it ,, in'that they
were ethically incapable of carrying it out with the ,thoroughness
required . The formula is every man,,, women ., child and anima
plain and not one stone left upon another .. You can make a ` l .
political prisoner work who has valued ability by holding-the,
threat of death or pain to his loved ones over him North
central Asiaa has produced the . kind of genius that knows how to
use this instrument of power, . Georgia is near the land of that
tradition.., Yes I respect Stal h .,, just as I respect Ghengis,
Khan and Ra .na . ' Relatively the Ceasars and. the Napoleons are
less dangerous

There are several other interesting questions worthy of
analysis such as the Soviet doctrine of "vJor1" but I think
eno h has been said. to make the fundamentals of the issue clear.
There remains but one point that I would like to call to your
attention in that it has an important bearing upon the
contradiction you are trying to encompass . from the standpoint
of dialectic materialism Astrology can be nothing more than-a
meaningless superstition . The whole rationdi basis of Astrology
inheres in this; that the' phenomenal universe is the objective
manifestation of an inner or spiritual reality, The Universe
thus stands . as , a symbol from which true knowwwwledge of the soul .
can be 4erived,, once the student has the correct key'.. From .,"
the standpoint,of the Atmavidya there is a valid science and art
of Astrology.. If you have proven to your satisfaction that t. .
Astrology is a valid science then you have in fact contraverted
dialectic materialism.

That I have written at such length id testimony of hoc much
I care- for and ,vale you.. I Dish _ for you the soul-sati-sfying
and undying joy, the Knowledge which commands Freedom and
greater power for helping this humanity that in a large `part
is dying for lack of the real Water of Life . If you, really
grasp the Significance of the Atinavidya yoi will hae ve all this .

" Ever fraternally yours .,

I . S . l - am sorr; that the mailing of this letter tiwrds delayed ..
However, there is a point that has come-to my mind since writing
the foregoing that I would like to note ., and take the present
opportunity before -forv,varding this letter .

^I believethatutegele the make a maj6r~discovery in the
dlaletic .log' i ; ' that Qdiscovery properly belongs to occult
and spiritual philo3?phy, whereas the°fo.ot-lo€ ic" of induction.
belongs to material i . . Now it is fundamental to the dialetic
method that it cannot stop its movement until an all--comirehending
Idea or Consciousness is attained .,, In the Hegelian usage'this
was found in the. Infs. ite which comprehends at once everything
and thus transcends ai.2 dualities . But there is possible
reverse movement that .annot stop short of an absolute Zero ''
in the sense of comple .e negation or Absolute Darkness in the
negative sense . Karl L rk in focusing upon matter, rather than'
Spirit started the move ont in the latter sense and sop . if

-Mark,-,is followed consistently to''the end one would arrive at
the negation of absolutie,unconsciousness or emptiness . I -
cannot see this-in anyp,"other light than the black thin the
i vidious sense, thougi I am unprepared to say whether Marks
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was a conscious agent in this or wrs merely a sort of Inspired
medium under the control of the brothers of the Sh do.

.Larks gave, creative Impulse to the dialetic movement nn
the materialistic direction . His first synthesis in the
communistic state . Now this synthesis in its turn becomes
a thesis that arouse's its oral anthesis, for clearly the
communistic idea is within the dualistic field. For the `
very fact that stands as something to be fought for
shows that it has an 'other' which stands opposed to it .
'Pleat is this other? It must be something that is other
and yet of essentially the same kind, just as'bad'is the
other of'good', but belongs like 'good' to the moral field,
It seems to me that `•e must find that other in something
that agrees in the es ential of being totalitarian, ruthless
and highly illiberal. but centers power 3n a class or level or ."
sense opposite to com muxiism. Further this other ahouid be
historically .aroused in active opposition to cormunism .
Actually we find such a movement springing up in Fasism-a in
its various forms . Between Fa is zi and Coy munism there is
bitterr warfare but I, together v;itb a number of other observers
find the similarities between Fasism and Communism far more
significant than the differences . So we can study the one thrgigh
the other .

What Ir the synthesis of these two? I think it lies in
the idea of totalitarianism. With this idea I stand in vn-
qualified opposition . It means regimentation in the most
ruthless sense and thus is the absolute negation of freedom .
Vlhe they the comrAunistic thesis or the fa ist anth ses is worst
I am, unable to say, but there is one alleviating factorr about
the latter. It lies closer to the men who have had long
hereditary experience in government and such men !know instinctivel'y
the vveahness of extremes . They understand compromise and so
-it becomes possible for the rest of the world to li /e with them .
Those who are nef,~ to government do not understand this, in general .,
and no they are dank erouc, a

Since returning to San r ernando' I have been busy virit'ing
a book that I believe will be of major importance . I have-
finally broken through to the culminating Awakening and I
have something now of quite another dimension . If you have
not al •eady done so I Lash you would read Dr . R.M.i3ucke'v
"Cosmic Consciousness" and also the chapter ©n "mystic lm°t
z n the " arie k ies of Religious experience" of ~~l"ili icm James .
Tai .yo~.ez.~ls with a matter of Awakening to a new kind of Conscious-
ness which trsnsconcs tine subject--object field . It is potential:
in a number of persons at the present time ' nd is really the
first objective of those who arc engaged in the work of the
Assembly of van-and the 'heosoph1 cal Eovermient . Without this
fez°.okening I see no solution of the social probleTal an "ell as
of all ultimate problems posited by the intellect . I would

g like to see you throwing your force more fully in this direction
for I €m well aware that neither your heart nor mind can finds

~ ~ what they desire in, the subject-object field . If you -,--wish i t
I will submit some of my discussion to you for comment before
publication .


